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Motor touring
in Cantabria
The best way to discover a land is to travel its routes, to discover its
natural beauty, contemplate its historical legacy, talk to its people and
share their gastronomy. Cantabria is a region with many attractions,
which rise up in front of visitors along each of the great, modern
motorways and on the winding roads that pass through villages and
natural settings. This guide offers 11 proposals of routes to follow by
car that travel around Cantabria from the highest coastal cliffs to the
foothills of the Picos de Europa, and which allow the contrasts and
uniqueness of this infinite region to be delved into: long beaches,
secluded coves, fishing villages, deep green meadows, forests with their
own fables, high mountains that hide tiny villages, where the lifestyles
have not changed for millennia, a rich historical and artistic heritage,
traditional flavours . . . a tempting invitation to the adventure of delving
into an unique land and enjoying the best of Cantabria in comfort.
These pages traverse the districts of Liébana, the valleys of Nansa and
Lamasón, the Western Coast, Cabuérniga, the basins of the Pas and
Basaya Rivers, the districts of Campoo and Valderredible, the valleys of
Pas, Pisueña and Miera, Trasmiera, the valleys of Asón and Soba, the
Eastern Coast and Santander.
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11 driving
routes in
Cantabria
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Liébana
from Unquera to Fuente Dé
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 90 Km.
Bordered by the Cantabrian Mountains and the Picos de Europa, the
unique region of Liébana, with its impressive scenery lies at the point
where these two elevated massifs meet. The remarkable uniqueness
of this district is strengthened by the particularity of its climate and its
flora, which differ from the rest of Cantabria. Amongst its attractions the
authentic nature of its villages stands out, along with a rich historicalartistic heritage that includes elements of great interest. The route joins
the sea and the summits of the Picos de Europa, crossing deep gorges
and middle mountain roads.	

Unquera.-

It marks the separating line between Asturias and

Cantabria, bordered by the Tina Mayor estuary, through which the
Deva river flows. Unquera is an obligatory halt to taste its “ties”, the
famous sweet pastries and when in season, elvers. The N-621 starts here
which, after a short journey through Asturias, returns to Cantabria in
the direction of Liébana.	

Desfiladero de La Hermida.- This is the natural gateway to
Liébana. It is an impressive 20 km gorge carved out of the limestone
of the Picos de Europa by the Deva River, which can reach a depth in
some stretches of up to 600 metres. From Urdón, in the gorge, the
“ascent from Urdón to Tresviso” starts, a mountain track that ends in the
village of Treviso, famous for its Picón cheese. A few kilometres away
is La Hermida, from which the CA-282 road runs towards the Lamasón
valley and in the other direction, the road to Bejes, which shares the
denomination of origin “Bejes-Tresviso Cheeses” with Tresviso.
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Lebeña.-

Leaving the Desfiladero behind, we immediately come

across the tiny hamlet of Lebeña, on the banks of the Deva River,
which shelters one of the region’s architectonic jewels, the 10th century
Mozarabic Church of Santa María.	

Piasca.- The route leaves the N-621 in Ojedo and takes the CA-184
for approximately 8 kilometres, passing through the towns of Frama
and Cabezón de Liébana, until you take the CA-872 that ends in Piasca,
where there are some of the most important Roman buildings in
Cantabria: the monastery of Santa María.	

Potes.- At this point, we must go back on our tracks for part of the
route to Ojedo and take the N-621 again, in the direction of Potes,
the district’s main town. The Tower of the Infantado and the Tower of
Orejón de la Lama stand out, which are reached by crossing the bridge
over the Quiviesa River to the Old Town, which has a marked medieval
nature. The entire town is full of old stone houses and traditional
dwellings, which tempt you to lose yourself amongst its alleyways and
hidden corners.

Mogrovejo.-

The route leaves Potes by the CA-185 . Less than 1

kilometre away is the turn off towards the Monastery of Santo
Toribio, a gothic building that houses the Lignum Crucis, the
largest piece of Christ’s Cross and a place of pilgrimage
which, along with Rome, Jerusalem and Santiago de
Compostela celebrate the Jubilee Year. The
route goes back to the CA-185 until it
reaches the CA-887 turn off to take
the route towards Mogrovejo, one
of the most beautiful and best
conserved villages in Liébana.
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Fuente Dé.-

Having returned to the CA-185, the route goes back

towards Fuente Dé, passing through Los Llanos, Cosgaya, Las Ilces and
Espinama, from which a track starts towards the Áliva mountain passes,
in the heart of the Picos de Europa. Following the CA-185, around 4
kilometres further on, the spectacular view of Fuente Dé, an ancient
glacier can be contemplated, culminating in the formidable block of
the central massif of the Picos de Europa. At its feet is the cable car
station, which bridges a height difference of 800 metres in a distance
of just over 1.5 kilometres, giving access to the upper station where
the visitors centre is located at an altitude of 1,850 metres and from
which an incredibly beautiful view of the high peaks of the Cantabrian
Mountains and the deep valleys of Liébana can be enjoyed.	

Gastronomy
Liébana has a rich gastronomy,
which partially benefits from
the mircro-climate existing in the
region. It has an important cheese
preparation tradition with regulated
denomination of origin , in particular the ‘quesucos’

Bejes and Tresviso
Cheese

from Liébana and the Picón cheese from Bejes and Tresviso, along with
cold cured meats of wild boar and venison. The typical dish is Lebaniego
Stew, with a chickpea base. Liébana also produces honey, pulses, very
good fruit and dried fruit and the famous ‘licor de orujo’. Many of
these products can be acquired in the traditional market that is held
every Monday in Potes. This market is a meeting place for the people
of Liébana and an important outlet for the regional food and drink for
visitors.
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The Nansa Basin
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 50 Km.
This route passes through the beauty spots of the Nasa River Basin,
reflected literally by the Cantabrian traditional writer José María de
Pereda in his book “Peñas Arriba”. The Nansa River is fed by the springs
and streams that are born in the foothills of the Peña Labra and Peña
Sagra mountain ranges, passing through impressive landscapes until
reaching the river mouth in Pesués, along with the Tina Menor Estuary.
Extensive beech and oak woods, villages full of noble stone houses and
an excellent regional gastronomy accompany visitors throughout the
route.	

Pesués.-

The starting point of the route, beginning with the

impressive view of the Tina Menor Estuary, the river mouth of the Nansa
River, which opens its way between coastal mountains and with the
magnificent view from the Alto de Pechón.	

Cades.- In Pesués you must take the CA-181 and without losing
sight of the Nansa River, we reach Cades, in the district of
Herrerías, where an ancient Forge from the 18th Century
is conserved which, having been rebuilt as a
museum, shows visitors what ancient forges
and the profession of the blacksmith
were like, which at that time was very
important in the Saja-Nansa district.
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RÁBAGO
CELIS

El Soplao Cave.-

Continuing southwards, we will reach the

crossroads of Puente El Arrudo and further on, the town of Rábago,
which gives access to the cave of El Soplao and to Riclones, from which
you can get to the Chufín cave, which is a World Heritage Site.

Puentenansa.- The route continues to rise towards the town of
Rionansa, crossing its capital, Puentenansa, a crossroads from which
you can travel towards the Carmona and Cabuérniga valleys to the
east or Lamasón, to the west, in the foothills of Peña Sagra. The route
continues to the south along the CA-281 until it reaches the village of
Cosío, where the Vendul River meets the Nansa River, decorated with
stories of the noble families and Indiana mansions, a result of their
owners’ melancholy. We take the CA-860 here to reach San Sebastián de
Garabandal, famous for its Marian apparitions.	

Tudanca.-

The CA-281 enters the district of Tudanca and passes

through the villages of Sarceda and Santotís before reaching the
municipal capital: Tudanca, declared a site of Cultural Interest due to
its typical mountain architecture. The José María de Cossío MansionMuseum, with a library where valuable manuscripts by José María de
Pereda are kept, as well as a copy of “La Familia de Pascual Duarte”
by Camilo José Cela, translations by Manuel Azaña and a complete
collection of handwritten poems by their authors.	

Cohilla Reservoir.- Travelling around sharp bends the road reaches
the highest part of the Nansa basin and some spectacular scenery can be
see where nature and mankind come together in the Cohilla Reservoir,
in the Polaciones Valley. This valley has its own character and culture due
to its relief, its vegetation, its fauna, its climate, its history and its ancient
customs, all enclosed in the 13 hamlets that are spread over the district.
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La Cruz de Cabezuela.-

In the foothills of Peña Labra, very

close to the boundary with Liébana and the Hamlet of Salceda, is the
viewing platform of La Cruz de Cabezuela, looking out with some
exceptional views over the Picos de Europa, the valleys of Liébana and
the Cantabrian peaks of Peña Labra, Coriscao or Peña Prieta. There
are important beech and oak woods in the area around the viewing
platform.	

El Soplao Cave
With over 6,500 documented natural
cavities, Cantabria is well-known
internationally for its speleological
wealth. El Soplao Cave, in between
the districts of Valdáliga, Herrerías
and Rionansa, accessible from the
town of Rábago, is one of the best
examples, perfectly conditioned for being visited by the public in general.
The cave and mine complex, which is accessed by a mining train, offers
two types of visit, the first one of 1.2 km, along a walkway free from
any architectonic barriers; the second, is a type of “cave-adventure”,
with a variable length depending on the characteristics of the group and
children from 12 years of age may participate in it. In the cave fascinating
eccentric crystallisation formations can be seen,
stalactites, stalagmites, washes, “nests of
pearls” or pisolites...
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Western Coast
From Suances
to San Vicente de la Barquera
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 36 Km.
This stretch of coast is the perfect example of the combination of land
and sea, common in Cantabria, with its extensive pastureland and gently
rolling hills, interspersed with coves, beaches and fishing harbours.
Although there is a large highway that allows this coastal area to be
crossed in a very short time, many secondary roads, convenient and
in good condition, run between the region’s attractions. This route
travels through wild scenery, along roads flanked on the inland side
by increasingly steep mountains and on the seaside, by stunningly
beautiful cliffs.

Suances.- The route leaves the seaside town of Suances, one of the
most outstanding tourist towns in the region due to its beaches. We will
take the CA-351 that runs through the villages of Tagle and Ubiarco .In
the last of these, in the district of Santillana del Mar, the Santa Justa
beach may be found, called by this
name after the hermitage built
on its rocky cliffs in honour of this
saint.	

The Hermitage of Santa Justa
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Bison in Altamira

Santillana del Mar.-

The road rises in between the meadows

until it reaches a viewing platform from which some magnificent views
of the area’s cliffs can be seen, and then continues to Santillana del
Mar . This medieval town of cobbled alleyways is qualified as a HistoricArtistic site and for many decades it has been one of the most important
cultural centres in Cantabria. The town is structured around several
highly defined centres, such as the Plaza de las Arenas presided over by
the Collegiate Church; the Plaza de Ramón Pelayo, which originally was
the Plaza del Mercado which is overlooked by the towers of Merino and
Don Borja, as well as the Town Hall and the area of the Regina Coeli and
San Ildefonso convents. From here, we turn off along the CA-133 and
134, to reach the Altamira National Museum.	

Cóbreces.- The route continues along the CA-131 towards Cóbreces,
a coastal town that as well as having the beautiful Luaña beach, also is
comprised of different districts in which some stone mountain houses
from the 18th century can be contemplated, along with interesting
religious buildings. Amongst these,
the Cistercian monastery of
Santa María de Viaceli,
built in 1908
stands out.
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Comillas.-

The route now reaches Comilla, a declared Historical-

Artistic Site. This town, which was a royal summer residence, in its old
part houses buildings of great architectonic values, such as the Palacio
de Sobrellano, the Universidad Pontificia and the Capricho de Gaudí. Its
little harbour, bordered by typical taverns, is still a working fishing port.

San Vicente de la Barquera.- The CA-131 now passes through
the Oyambre Nature Reserve, until it reaches La Revilla, where the N-634
crosses the Estuary to San Vicente de la Barquera. This town, a renowned
seafaring and fishing port, has magnificent beaches of different types,
from El Merón, a long, extensive stretch of sand, to beaches such as
Gerra or Santillán, which spread out beneath steep cliffs or El Sable,
a small beach bathed by the calm waters of the San
Vicente Estuary. Amongst its architectonic heritage
Puebla Alta stands out, declared a Historical-Artistic.
Site and amongst the most significant buildings are
the 14th century castle and the gothic Santa María de
los Ángeles Church.

Parque de Oyambre.-

Declared a Nature

Reserve in 1988, it is one of the most beautiful

Shield of San Vicente
de la Barquera

coastal areas in Cantabria. It covers 5,000 hectares around the districts
of San Vicente de la Barquera, Valdáliga and Comillas. The Oyambre
Nature Reserve stands out due to its natural and scenic diversity, where
all the different ecosystems of the Cantabrian coast are represented.
It includes two estuaries: the San Vicente de la Barquera estuary and
La Rabia estuary, where the beauty, along with their incredible nature
conservation make them stand out. Within the reserve there are also
beaches and dunes on the sandbanks of Oyambre and Merón; the rest of
the reserve is formed by cliffs, meadows and small villages.
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The Cabuérniga Valley
From Cabezón de la Sal
to Bárcena Mayor
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 30 Km.
This route coincides with the so called “Route of the Foramontanos”,
which takes its name from the path used by the Cantabrians when
they left the mountains, after the Spanish Reconquista to repopulate
the lands of Castile. The entire region is an immense forest of changing
colours, with large stretches of hazelnuts, birches, willows, oaks,
beeches or elms, amongst other tree species, spotted with little villages
characterised by their stone houses, with large porches and balconies.

Cabezón de la Sal.- The route starts at Cabezón de la Sal, one
of the main towns in Cantabria that conserves a large number of its
typical streets and houses. You take the CA-180 in the direction of the
Cabuérniga Valley.	

Carrejo.-

Located along the edge of the road, this town is

distinguished by its large amount of stone mountain houses.
One of them, the house-palace of Los Haces, houses
the Cantabrian Nature Museum. The route
reaches the Santa Lucía bridge, which
crosses the Saja River and meanders
across the meadows and woods of
Cabuérniga.	
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Ucieda.- Taking a short detour from the CA- 180,
the route goes to Ucieda, a village formed by the
grouping of three districts in which there are many
typical stone houses and mountain-style palaces.
Following a forest track, the route moves into the depths of the hills of
the Saja-Besaya Nature Reserve.	

Ruente.-

Returning to the CA-180 you reach Ruente, capital of the

district of the same name. Ruente conserves some excellent architectonic
elements with the Palacio de Mier and the Casona de la Nogalera
standing out. In the same town is “La Fuentona”, a natural spring that
rises up inside a cave forming a stream, which runs through the town
and that is crossed by a unique eight-spanned bridge.

Carmona.- In the town of

Valle we will take the CA-182, which

passes through Collada de Carmona to reach the town of the same
name, considered to be a Historical-Artistic site. The streets and districts
of this town have similar constructions, with typical stone houses from
the region, many of which have the family coats of arms on their
façades. The ashlar block arches and the porches decorated with
flowers complete the view of the beautiful Carmona
farmhouses.	

Bárcena Mayor.-

To reach this destination we

must backtrack along the route to Valle, to take the CA280 that passes through the towns of Terán, Selores, Renedo
and Fresneda and enters the Saja valley. The route turns off
along the CA- 817 to Bárcena Mayor. This hamlet is sited on
the banks of the Argoza River, which can be crossed using an
ancient stone bridge. The hamlet still conserves the typical
atmosphere of its remote origins, which some date back
to the 9th century, with a peculiar dense, concentrated
architecture.
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Cabuérniga Architecture
Throughout the valley highly homogeneous architectonic elements are
spread, representative of the region’s typical constructions. In all of them
noble mansions alternate with the stone houses of the poorer population,
reflecting the adaptation to the people’s way of life. In general, the
popular architectonic model is characterised by two-storey houses, with
a hallway inside and a continuous corridor on the upper floor. The larger
mansions, with façades showing the family coat of arms and a large
porch, are characterised by their area for carriages.
Interesting mansions with coats of arms and porches can be seen in
Renedo, Selores, Valle, etc. And obviously in Carmona.
Bárcena Mayor is an excellent example of
a poorer house in the region. The ashlar
blocks and oak wood are the materials
used in the typical buildings in the region.

Typical balcony of a Cantabrian mansion

Cantabrian mansion in Carmona
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Besaya Basin
The Roman Route
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 50 Km.
This route starts in Torrelavega, capital of the Besaya Valle and second
city in importance in Cantabria. You take the N-611, in the direction of
Reinosa, which will be the final destination on this itinerary. Virtually
at the end of the journey Las Hoces is crossed, a stretch that passes in
between the mountains and that is very attractive due to the scenery
and the windy road. This road is steeped in history, since it was the
normal route during the Roman occupation. The remainder of the
Roman Road that is still conserved attests to this and it forms one of the
region’s main attractions. During the journey there are many samples
of Roman architecture in Cantabria, some of which are considered to
be highly significant examples, from which the consideration of ‘The
Roman Route’ comes.

Cartes.-

Immediately after leaving Torrelavega on the N-611 the

town of Cartes is reached along what is called the “Royal Way”, which
connected Santander to the Castilian Plateau. It is a town with a
significant past, a Historical-Artistic Site where turrets, balconies with
turned balustrades, arches and family coats of arms may be found.
Its peculiar atmosphere was used by the writer Benito Pérez Galdós,
a regular visitor from Santander, as the setting for one of his novels,
“Marianela”.

Riocorvo.- A village that is also integrated into the “Royal Way”,
with similar characteristics as the previous one: stone house from the
17th and 18th centuries organised around a single street.
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Santa María de Yermo.-

Turning off after a few kilometres

along the CA-283 the Church of Santa María de Yermo may be found,
which was one of the oldest monasteries in the region. The church,
from the 13th century, is the first one in a series of Romanic monuments
around the N-611.

San Felices de Buelna.- Taking the CA-170 in Barros, we reach
Felices de Buelna, where the medieval tower of Pero Niño and the
Hornos de la Peña cave, which is a World Heritage site, may be found.

Bostronizo.- The village is reached by turning off along the CA-706.
The Mozarab hermitage of San Román de Moroso may be found in this
village, hidden amongst the hills.

Arenas de Iguña.- Another Roman church, San Juan Raicedo .
Silió.-

Another village that is reached by turning off from the N-611

and then following the CA-712 is Silió . Here, the ‘Museo de la Vijanera’
may be visited, with the peculiar outfits used in its carnival, one of the
most traditional and deep-rooted festivals in Cantabria, which
takes place on the first Sunday of the year.

Bárcena de Pie de Concha.- This village,
reached by retaking the N-611, offers a lovely walk.
The Roman church of San Cosme and San Damian and the
Roman road that reaches Pesquera stand out.

Cervatos.- We reach the end of the route, leaving
Reinosa behind. In Cervatos the Collegiate of San Pedro
may be found, one of the most highly appreciated
Roman monuments in the Region, a milestone
on the “Besaya Route”, which forms part of the
Camino de Santiago . The decoration of its façade
stands out, with archivolts and animalistic
capitals and the storied modillions representing
the sins of the flesh.
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Roman road

Roman road
The road network was one of the essential
instruments
Saja-Besaa Nature Reserve

connecting

the

Roman

Empire. In our region, one of the most
important roads runs along the bottom
of the Besaya Valle, some stretches of
which remain today. It joined the city of
Julióbriga, the Roman nerve centre in
Cantabria nestled in the Campoo Valley
to Portus Blendium, today the town of
Suances. Nowadays, the most accessible
stretch are the 5 kilometres between
Somaconcha and Pie de Concha, which
are walkable, through beautiful natural
landscapes.
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Campoo
and Valderredible
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 80 Km.
The

districts

of

Campoo

Alto-Campoo
ski resort

and

Valderredible form an enormously
rich natural landscape. Its historic
remains, such as the Roman road or the traces of the city of Julióbriga,
live in harmony with modern day tourist attractions such as the Alto
Campoo ski resort or the enjoyment of nature and water sports on the
Ebro reservoir.	

Fontibre.- The source of the mightiest river in Spain, the Ebro, is the
symbolic starting point of this route. From here, along the CA- 183, the
capital of the Campoo region, Reinosa is reached. Here we will take the
N-611 and immediately turn off along the CA-730 that leads to Retortillo.

Julióbriga.-

In Retortillo , the ruins of the city of

Julióbriga, the most important Roman settlement
raised in Cantabria, may be found. The site
has an attractive interpretation centre,
the “Domus”, where a Roman villa
has been carefully recreated.	
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Continuing along the same road, the
town of Arroyo, is reached on the
banks of the Ebro Reservoir, the largest
mass of fresh water in Cantabria.

Montesclaros.-

Located on the

high point of the land, dominating an
extensive territory, the Montesclaros
monastery is found. This haven of
peace is reached by taking a turn
Cross on the Pico Tres Mares

off from the CA-735. Today it is even
possible to stay its buildings.
We

continue

for

another

few

kilometres along the CA-741 to Arroyal,
and from there, along the CA-272 to
Villanueva de la Nía. From this town,
following the course of the Ebro along
the CA-272 and from Polientes, the CA274, we will reach Cadalso, Arroyuelos
and Santa María de Hito, with three
interesting churches carved out of the
Church in the Ebro Valley

rock and San Martín de Elines, a little
further on, with a remarkable Roman
collegiate church.
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The Ebro Reservoir
In spite of its human
origin, the Ebro Reservoir
has great natural and
scenic interest. In addition
to its wealth of fish, it is
very important for the
birds, and it is a reference
point for the migration
routes. Its shallow waters
are used as a resting and
feeding area for many
of them, some of which

The Ebro Reservoir

spend the winter and
breed at this site. Due to its high fauna interest, the Ebro Reservoir holds
the consideration of National Sanctuary for water birds, and hunting is
prohibited along its banks.
The setting, formed by gently rolling mountains, oak woods and
repopulation of Scots pine, complete its scenic interest. Additionally, its
calm waters are the perfect setting for water sports such as windsurfing,
sailing or even canoeing and rafting.
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Around
Santander
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 50 Km.
Santander, the capital of Cantabria, is an excellent tourism destination.
Small in size, modern and Cosmopolitan it offers visitors the possibility of
following varied themed routes, around its beaches, its nature reserves,
monuments or cultural or leisure activities, amongst others. Additionally,
in its immediate vicinity there are towns of interest, offering different
attractions for visitors.

La Virgen del Mar.- On the outskirts
of Santander, popular due to its beach and
to the hermitage on a little islet, devoted
to the patron saint of Santander. It is
reached CA-231 as it passes through the
town of Corbán.

Liencres.-

Returning to the CA-231, in

a westerly direction, Liencres is reached.
Regatta racers in La Magdalena

The scenery around the beaches such as
the ones in Canallave, Valdearenas and
Somocuevas stands out. These beaches
also form part of the dune system located
at the river mouth of the Pas river, an area
that has been declared a Nature Reserve
due to its ecological and geomorphologic
importance.

Dunas de Liencres Nature Reserve
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Puente Arce.- It is reached by the same road, connecting with the
N-611 at the last moment. The town receives its name from a beautiful
bridge over the Pas River. The Santillán Stone House also stands out,
which is of Historical-Artistic interest, built alongside a medieval tower.
Near to Puente Arce, taking the CA-240, we reach Escobedo de Camargo.
In this town the prehistoric cave of El Pendo
can be visited. In this cave is the “frieze of
the paintings”, a great panel painted in
the Palaeolithic era with representations of
animals and other signs.

Peña Cabarga.-

We continue to the

CA-231 as it passes through the town of
town of Boo de Guarnizo to take the N-635

Paintings in El Pendo cave

to Heras, and there we turn off along the
CA-412 to ascend to Peña Cabarga. From the top of this mountain, one
of the most beautiful views over the Santander bay can be seen.	
Back on the N-635, we continue to Solares, and from here to Pámanes
along the N-634 . In this village in a splendid baroque building is used as
the Museum of Modern Art in the Palace of Elsedo.

Cabárceno.-

From Pámanes you turn off to the

CA-435 to get to the Cabárceno Nature
Reserve, reaching the end of the route.
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Cabárceno Nature
Park
The Cabárceno Nature Park is one of a kind.
A surprising world of nature and fantasy
Brown bear

covering 750 hectares just 15 km. from
Santander. In its spectacular scenery, where
there originally was an open cast iron mine,
the most suitable spaces have been fitted out
to ensure that around one hundred species of
animals move around as they please and live as
near as possible as they would in their habitat.
In the park they successfully carry out scientific
reproduction programmes of endangered
species, such as the African elephant. They

African fauna

also carry out educational and informational
activities, such as the Environmental Classroom
programme for school children, the nature,
flora and geology workshops, the “wild visit”
and the sea lion displays and bird of prey flying
shows. Private vehicles may use an extensive
network of roads and paths to travel around
the park. There is also a network of trails and
a cable car, which allows some unique views
over this spectacular landscape.
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The Pas, Pisueña
and Miera Valleys.
The Pasiega Towns.
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 70 Km.
Landscapes packed with green meadows, high mountains and a typically
rural atmosphere are the predominant note of the Pasiego Valleys, which
are mainly inhabited by cattle farmers. Bathed by the Pas, Pisueña and
Miera Rivers, the villages are spread out in countless cabins. Their customs
and traditions, linked to transhumance grazing, form the Pasiega culture,
which in many places continues today. The peace and tranquillity of the
atmosphere is contrasted with the tough life in the country.

Castañeda.- The route starts from this point, in the region of Pisueña,
located on the N-634. In this town one of the most important Roman
works in Cantabria may be found, the Collegiate Church of the Holy Cross.
Also on the main road, alongside the river, the Cruz de Castañeda
may be found, a rustic cross that dates back to the 17th
century, a sign of the many transepts that are
spread around the region.

Puente Viesgo.- IIn the town of Vargas
we take the N-623 towards Puente Viesgo,
a town on the river banks of the Pas where
the Monte Castillo Caves may be found,
an important prehistoric site where

VILLACARRIEDO

very interesting cave paintings may
be contemplated. There is also an
important spa resort.
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ONTANEDA
ALCEDA

Ontaneda and Alceda.-

Continuing

Mountain Stew

towards the south, we leave San Vicente de
Toranzo behind; the gateway to the beautiful Anievas Valley and we
reach Ontaneda and Alceda, a Historical Site of stone houses with coats
of arms emblazoned on their façades.

Vega de Pas.- From Entrambasmestas, we take the CA-263 towards
Vega de Pas, the capital of the Pasiega towns, where visitors may enjoy
a spectacular setting and the picturesque atmosphere of the town
square, the cobbled streets and the traditional buildings. You should not
miss the ‘sobao’ and ‘quesada’ pastries, their most typical gastronomic
products. Travelling along the CA-262, crossing the Puerto de la Braguía,
Selaya and Villacarriedo are reached, two towns that stand out due to
their civil architecture, with the mountain-style Donadio palace and
purely baroque style Soñanes palace can be found.

San Roque de Riomiera.-

The puerto de Lunada, with its

green meadows, steep slopes and typical Pasiega cabins, is one of its
top attractions.
Leaving San Roque de Riomiera by the CA-260, you reach Liérganes.
The end of the day is the best time to stroll through the Barrio de El
Mercadillo (Market District), with its stone manor houses with long
balconies decorated with flowers and family coats of arms and take
advantage of tasting its traditional chocolate with churros.
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Pasiega clogs

The Museum of the Pasiega
Towns
The two floors that make up the Museum of the Pasiega Towns, named
in this way as it includes the characteristics of the towns of San Pedro
del Romeral, San Roque de Riomiera and Vega de Pas, form a
carefully recreated “exact replica” of their old cabins.
The building’s layout shows the peculiarities of the winters in the region,
since the Pasiego region has
always been characterised
as being transhumant. The
areas such as the kitchen
are recreated, with all the
characteristic fittings, as well
as the sleeping area. The
Centre of the Pasiega Towns
also contains a Municipal
Library and a Document
Centre, where all the literary
and audiovisual resources
dealing with the Pas-Miera
regions and their areas of influence are collected and displayed.
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Trasmiera
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 85 Km.
The coast of the region of Trasmiera offers a route of steep cliffs and
large sandbanks, where we can find exquisite wild beaches, such as the
ones at Langre and Galizano. In these areas important summer tourism
areas have flourished with many natural and leisure attractions.

Escalante.- This town, where the route starts, conserves an important
architectonic heritage, both civil and religious. In the convent of the
Capuchins of Montehano the tomb of Doña Bárbara de Blomberg, the
mother of Don Juan de Austria, who passed her last days in this land
may be found.

Santoña.-

Following the CA-148 the village of Argoños is reached,

where the fishing district of Ancillo and the Tidal Mill of Jado can be
visited. Continuing along the same road is Santoña, one of the most
traditional fishing villages. It has a highly special location, at the foot
of the Monte Buciero and in the middle of the Nature Reserve of the
Marshes of Santoña, Victoria and Joyel.

Noja.- In this town, reached by the CA-141, as well as its beaches, the
Palacio de los Marqueses de Albaicín stands out. Along the same road,
a short distance away is the village of Isla, also with an outstanding
palace, known as the Palace of the “Condes de Isla”. Further on, in Ajo,
we recommend turning off to the right to the lighthouse and to the left,
to the Roman-style Church of Santa María de Bareyo. We continue to
Galizano and from there, taking the CA- 440, we will reach Langre, an
amazing sample of Cantabria’s traditional coastal landscape, agricultural
and livestock, with a beautiful beach that conserves its natural values
virtually intact.
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Somo and Pedreña.Continuing along the CA-141,
the next destination are the
villages of Somo and Loredo, sited on the
banks of the bay of Santander and joined together by
a large beach. It is worth crossing the bridge over the Cubas Estuary to
reach Pedreña and visit this seafaring town where there is also a famous
golf course.

Villaverde de Pontones.-

From Somo, along the CA-433

and then the CA-146, Villaverde de Pontones is reached, where some
impressive stone houses may be observed, such as the Mazarrasa Casona.
Very close by is the town of Omoño, with the Garma cave, an important
prehistoric site.

Entrambasaguas.- This town, which is the end of this route, is
reached from Villaverde along the CA-428 and the CA-425, which crosses
the A-8 highway. As with the other villages in the region, Entrambasaguas
has a wealthy civil heritage, basically consisting of stone houses and
palaces. Another hidden treasure is the so-called ‘Fuente del Francés’
(Frenchman’s Fountain), which became an important thermal water spa
in the 19th century. A small road leaves from very close to the Gateway of
the Carasa and Arredondo to this natural beauty spot.
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Marshes of Santoña

The Marshes of Santoña
The Marshes of Santoña, Victoria and Joyuel are a spectacle of natural
beauty. It is a very important haven for waterfowl, a paradise for
birdwatchers and nature-lovers. Registered as a Nature Reserve, it covers
4,500 hectares and it houses a valuable ecosystem with abundant
flora and fauna.
It is an essential stopover for bird migrations
between northern Europe and Doñana and northern
Africa. The birdlife on the reserve is completely different in winter
and in summer, with resident species and others that pass through
and are only seen at specific seasons.
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The Asón and Soba
Valleys
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 70
Km.
The natural setting that surrounds
the Asón and Soba Valleys is a
true paradise. Its numerous trails,
landscapes and routes offer great
attractions,

mainly

related

to

nature. The Nature Park of the
Collados del Asón, the source
of the Gándara River and its
cave network are some of its

Collados del Asón

differentiating elements.

Colindres.- Colindres has an interesting set of stone houses, amongst
them the one that belonged to Doña Bárbara de Blomberg . We leave
this town, taking the N-629, following the course of the Asón River.

Limpias.- It has some outstanding civil architecture, a result of its
prosperous and noble past, as is shown by its stone houses and palaces,
one of them, the Eguilior, has been converted into a Parador Nacional
(State-run hotel).

Ampuero.- On the same route is Ampuero,
the capital of lower Asón. Nearby, specifically
in Marrón, is the sanctuary of la Bien
Aparecida, the patron saint of Cantabria,
whose feast day is celebrated on the 15th of
September.
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Rasines.- A peculiar very old square-shaped bullring may be found in
this town.

Ramales de la Victoria.- This village is reached by following the
same road. A visit to the Covalana and Cullalvera caves is recommended
in Ramales. The route continues through the beautiful Soba Valley, the
capital of which, Veguilla, is reached by the CA-256 . The road shows
some impressive views over the
Nature Park of Collados del Asón,
through which we will travel along
breathtaking curves until reaching
the source of the Asón River.

Arredondo.-

A popular saying

states that Arredondo is the “capital
of

the

world”,

an

expression

originating from the amount of
‘indianos’ or returned emigrants
Paintings in Covalanas

who departed for America from
these lands. There are several
examples Indiano-style architecture.

Hazas de Cesto.-

The last

section runs between the towns of
Riba and Hazas de Cesto, between
mountains, along the road CA-266.

Paintings in Covalanas
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Alto Asón Cave Network
Over four thousand caves are spread out under the AsónAgüera region, forming one of the largest underground systems
in Europe. The amount and quality of the caves, some linked
together, have brought international renown to this region.
With the opening of the “Alto Asón Cave Network”, these
underground

treasures

previously

only known by expert cavers, have
been opened to the general public
through a circuit of visits guided
by

professionals,

allowing

these

geological marvels to be discovered
by

anyone,

regardless

of

their

experience or physical fitness.

Entrance to the Tocinos cave

Geological formations inside a cave
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The Eastern Coast
APPROXIMATE DISTANCE: 60 Km.
The Eastern Cantabrian coast has
two of the best known seafaring
towns in the region: Laredo
and Castro Urdiales, which in
the summer months become
prominent tourist areas, thanks
to their beautiful beaches and the
many services offered to visitors.
It is an area that is full of steep
cliffs that provide incredible views
Aila Laredo cliffs

along the route.	

Laredo.- This is the starting point for this route. Its most typical area
is formed by Puebla Vieja and El Arrabal, declared Historical-Artistic
sites, and is made up of alleyways or ‘rúas’, amongst which the most
characteristic buildings are found and where most of the social and
cultural activity takes place.
But the town’s true heritage
is the nature surrounding it,
the beach of El Regatón, in
the Treto estuary area and
the magnificent 5 kilometrelong Salvé beach.
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Oriñón.-

From Laredo, taking the direction of Castro Urdiales

direction, along the N-634, this village and its enclosed beach may be
found.	

Castro Urdiales.-

A few kilometres further on

we reach Castro Urdiales. This town has many
attractions for visitors. Its history, which dates
back to the Romans, is discovered through its
monuments: the gothic church of Santa María,
its Medieval Castle, and its narrow-streeted
fishing area where everyday life takes place.
A stroll along the Breakwater and tasting its
extensive gastronomic offer, mainly based on fish
and shellfish, make up a highly attractive alternative.	

Seña.-

From El Puente, taking the CA-511 and then the 510, the

route will take us to Ampuero leaving behind the turn off that leads to
the Alto de las Nieves, where there is a megalithic compound. Back in
Ampuero, we will take the N-629 to Limpias, and from there, the turn
off to Seña along the CA-501. Once we have passed this town, we will
find a fantastic viewing platform over Laredo.
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Valley
of Villaverde
Valley of Villaverde, with its capital
in La Matanza, is a Cantabrian town
nestled in the Encartaciones Valley.
Significantly

rural,

it

offers

well

conserved hilly scenery and a network of
trails to enjoy them.
In its ancient schools, there is an interesting
Centre of Interpretation of Ethnography that shows the
the traditional way of life in this area of Cantabria, characterised by its
close links to nature, where the seasons mark the rhythm of the daily
activities and to which the richness of the local culture and the beauty of
the landscape is owed. This interpretation centre offers the opportunity
to discover popular trades such as the preparation of charcoal, the
production of cider and Txakoli, what an ancient sawmill was like, as well
as details and traditions from daily life in the town’s households.
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U S E F U L I N F O R M AT I O N
GOVERNMENT OF
CANTABRIA OFFICES
SANTANDER
Oficina Regional de Turismo:
Mercado del Este.
Hernán Cortés, 4. 39003
Tel. 942 310 708 Fax 942 313 248
Teléfono Vacaciones: 901 111 112
Infocantur: 902 210 112
turismosantander@cantur.com
CASTRO URDIALES
Parque Amestoy, s/n. 39700
Tel. 942 871 512 Fax 942 871 337
turismocastro@cantur.com
LAREDO
Alameda Miramar, s/n. 39770
Teléfono y Fax 942 611 096
turismolaredo@cantur.com
SANTILLANA DEL MAR
Jesús Otero, 20. 39330
Tel. 942 818 251 Fax 942 840 265
turismosantillana@cantur.com
AEROPUERTO DE PARAYAS
Terminal de llegadas
39600 Camargo. Tel. 942 250 904
turismoaeropuerto@cantur.com
ESTACIÓN MARÍTIMA DE
SANTANDER
Estación Marítima, s/n. 39003
Abierta en días de Ferry/cruceros
ESTACIÓN AUTOBUSES DE
SANTANDER
Plaza de las Estaciones, s/n. 39002
Tel. 629 910 440
Abierta en verano, Semana Santa
y puentes
turismoestacionbus@cantur.com
UNQUERA
San Felipe Neri, s/n. 39560
(junto a Casa de Cultura Villa
Mercedes)
Tel. 690 602 107
turismounquera@cantur.com
Abierta Semana Santa y verano
TORRELAVEGA
Plaza José María González Trevilla
(Pequeñeces). 39300
Tel. 942 133 077
turismotorrelavega@cantur.com
PARQUE DE LA NATURALEZA DE
CABÁRCENO (Junto a Reptilario)
Abierto en Semana Santa y verano
Tel. 606 592 281
infoturcabarceno@cantur.com
MUNICIPAL OFFICES OPEN
ALL YEAR
SANTANDER
Jardines de Pereda, s/n. 39002
Tel. 942 203 000
Fax 942 203 005
turismo@ayto-santander.es
CABEZÓN DE LA SAL
Botín, 1. 39500. Tel. 942 700 332
turismo@cabezondelasal.net
CASTILLO (ARNUERO)
Antiguas Escuelas Castillo 7 Villas
39193. Tel. 942 637 915
museohedilla@ecoparque.info
COMILLAS
Bajos de Ayuntamiento
Joaquín del Piélago, 1. 39520
Tel. 942 722 591 Fax 942 720 037
oficinadeturismo@comillas.es
FONTIBRE
Castillo de Argüeso
Hermandad de Campoo de Suso
39212. Tel. 942 779 632
cunadelebrofontibre@gmail.com
LIENDO
Bajos del Ayuntamiento
Barrio Hazas, 53. 39776
Tel. 942 643 026
turismo@aytoliendo.org
NOJA
Plaza de la Villa s/n, 79-81. 39180
Teléfono y Fax 942 630 306
oficinadeturismo@noja.com

POLIENTES
(Frente al Museo Etnográfico)
Barrio La Huertota. 39220
Tel. 942 776 146 Fax 942 776 155
cultura@valderredible.es
POTES
Centro de Estudios Lebaniegos
39570. Tel. 942 730 787
turismopotes@yahoo.es
RAMALES DE LA VICTORIA
Fundación Orense
Paseo Barón de Adzaneta, 8. 39800
Teléfono y Fax 942 646 504
turismo@cantabriaorientalrural.es
REINOSA
Avda. del Puente de Carlos III, 23
39200
Tel. 942 755 215 Fax 942 751 147
turismo@aytoreinosa.es
SANTOÑA
Palacio de Manzanedo. 39740
Teléfono y Fax 942 660 066
oficinadeturismo@turismosantona.com
SAN VICENTE DE LA BARQUERA
Avda. del Generalísimo, 20. 39540
Tel. 942 710 797 Fax 942 712 251
oficinadeturismo
@sanvicentedelabarquera.es
SUANCES
Mirador Vuelta Ostreda. 39350
Teléfono y Fax 942 810 924
itsuances@hotmail.com
VILLACARRIEDO
Pl. Jacobo Roldán Posada, 1-2pl
39640. Tel. 942 591 999
agencia@vallespasiegos.org
OPEN IN SUMMER ONLY
ALCEDA
Estación de Autobuses, s/n. 39680
AJO (BAREYO)
Casa de Cultura
Benedicto Ruiz. Edif. “El Mesón”
39170. Tel. 942 621 042
cultura@aytobareyo.org
AMPUERO
Casa de Cultura
Melchor Torío, s/n. 39840
ARGOÑOS
Molino de Jado
Barrio el Ribero, s/n
39197. Tel. 673 415 638
BÁRCENA MAYOR (LOS TOJOS)
Aparcamiento s/n. 39518
Tel. 942 706 087
aytolostojos@hotmail.com
BÁRCENA DE PIE DE CONCHA
Antiguo Matadero s/n. 39420
oficinaturismobarcena@yahoo.es
CAMALEÑO
Camaleño, s/n. 39587
Tel. 942 733 020 Fax 942 733 015
turismo@ayuntamientocamal
eno.com
COLINDRES
Casa Doña Serafina
Alameda del Ayuntamiento,
s/n. 39750
Tel. 942 682 974 Fax 942 682 974
turismo@colindres.es
ISLA
Centro de Iniciativas Turísticas
Avda. Juan Hormaechea, s/n. 39195
Teléfono y Fax 942 679 720
info@islacantabria.com
LA VEGA (VEGA DE LIÉBANA)
Ctra. General, s/n. 39577
Tel. 620 434 620 Fax 942 736 000
LIENCRES
Barrio de la Cruz s/n. 39120
Tel. 942 579 878 Fax 942 076 936
turismo@pielagos.com
LIÉRGANES
Paseo del Hombre Pez, s/n. 39722
Tel. / Fax 942 528 543
desarrollolocal@aytolierganes.com
LINARES
Barrio El Pontón. 39580
Tel. 942 730 946
(Ayto. de Peñarrubia)

PEDREÑA
Embarcadero s/n. 39130
Tel. 618 292 482
PUENTENANSA
Puentenansa, s/n. 39554
Tel. 942 728 001
PUENTE VIESGO
Barrio el Juyo
Carretera Las Cuevas, s/n. 39670
RUENTE
Parque de Ruente. 39513
Teléfono y Fax 942 705 538
turismoruente@ruente.es
SAN MAMÉS DE MERUELO
Museo de las Campanas
Bº La Iglesia, s/n. 39192
Tel. 942 637 003
(Ayto. de Meruelo)
SAN MIGUEL DE MERUELO
Barrio La Maza, s/n. 39192
Tel. 942 637 936
SANTANDER-EL SARDINERO
Plaza de Italia, s/n. 39005
Tel. 942 740 414
SAN ROQUE DE RIOMIERA
La Plaza. 39728
Teléfono Ayuntamiento. 942
539 636

ASOCIACIÓN DE TURISMO
RURAL DE CANTABRIA
San Celedonio, 49. 39001 Santander
Tel. 942 217 000
www.turismoruralcantabria.com

SARÓN (STA. MARÍA DE CAYÓN)
Carretera a Villacarriedo. 39620
Tel. 625 620 776
SOLARES
Avda. Calvo Sotelo, 13. 39710
Tel. 942 522 741
turismo@ayto-mediocudeyo.es
SOMO
Centro de Surf
Las Quebrantas, 14. 39140
Teléfono y Fax 942 510 600
SOTO DE LA MARINA
Av. Marqués de Valdecilla, s/n.
39110
Tel. 629 165 672
SUANCES
Playa de Suances. 39350
Teléfono y Fax 942 844 687
TAMA
Avda. Luis Cuevas, s/n. 39584
Tel. 942 732 116
VALDÁLIGA
Playa de Oyambre, s/n. 39592
(junto puesto socorristas)

CUEVA COVALANAS
Ramales de la Victoria
Tel. 942 598 425
cuevas.culturadecantabria.com

ASSOCIATIONS AND TOURISM
ENTITIES OF CANTABRIA
ASOCIACIÓN DE EMPRESARIOS
DE HOSTELERÍA DE CANTABRIA
Finca Las Carolinas
Gral. Dávila, 115. 39006 Santander.
Tel. 942 367 030
www.hosteleriadecantabria.net
www.dormirencantabria.com
ASOCIACIÓN DE EMPRESARIOS
DE CAMPINGS
Finca Las Carolinas. Gral. Dávila, 115
39006 Santander. Tel. 942 367 030
www.campingsdecantabria.es
ASOCIACIÓN DE BALNEARIOS
DE CANTABRIA
Manuel Pérez Mazo, s/n
39670 Puente Viesgo
Tel. 942 598 061 Fax 942 598 261
www.balneariosdecantabria.com
ASOCIACIÓN DE TURISMO
ACTIVO ACANTA
Finca Las Carolinas
General Dávila, 115. 39006
Santander
Tel. 942 367 030
www.acanta.es
ASOCIACIÓN DE AGENCIAS
DE VIAJES Y OPERADORES DE
TURISMO DE CANTABRIA
A. González Linares, 8. 39008
Santander
Tel. 942 290 572 Fax 942 290 573
www.aavot.es
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CLUB DE CALIDAD CANTABRIA
INFINITA 
Edificio Sodercan (PCTCAN)
C/Albert Einstein, 4- 1ª planta.
39011 Santander. Tel. 901 111 112
www.clubcalidadcantabriainfinita.es
MUSEO DE ALTAMIRA
39330 Santillana del Mar
Tel. 942 818 815 / 942 818 005
museodealtamira.mcu.es
CUEVA EL SOPLAO
Rábago. Tel. 902 820 282
www.elsoplao.es
CENTRO DE INTERPRETACIÓN Y
CUEVAS DEL MONTE EL CASTILLO
Puente Viesgo. Tel. 942 598 425
cuevas.culturadecantabria.com
CUEVA HORNOS DE LA PEÑA
S. Felices de Buelna
Tel. 942 598 425
cuevas.culturadecantabria.com

CUEVA DE EL PENDO
Escobedo de Camargo
Tel. 942 598 425
cuevas.culturadecantabria.com
CUEVA DE CHUFÍN
Riclones. Tel. 942 598 425
cuevas.culturadecantabria.com
MUSEO DE PREHISTORIA Y
ARQUEOLOGÍA DE CANTABRIA.
MUPAC
C/ Bailén s/n. 39003
Tel. 942 209 922
www.museosdecantabria.com
MUSEO ETNOGRÁFICO
DE CANTABRIA
Muriedas. Tel. 942 251 347
www.museosdecantabria.com
MUSEO MARÍTIMO DEL CAN
TÁBRICO
S. Martín de Bajamar s/n. Santander
Tel. 942 274 962. www.cantur.com
MUSEO REGIONAL
DE LA NATURALEZA
Carrejo. Tel. 942 701 808
www.museosdecantabria.com
PARQUE DE LA NATURALEZA
DE CABÁRCENO
Tel. 942 563 736
www.parquedecabarceno.com
CAMPO DE GOLF ABRA DEL PAS
Mogro. Tel. 942 577 597
www.cantur.com
CAMPO DE GOLF NESTARES
Las Eras s/n. Tel. 942 771 127
www.cantur.com
ESTACIÓN DE ESQUÍ Y
MONTAÑA ALTO CAMPOO
Brañavieja. Tel. 942 779 222
www.altocampoo.com
TELEFÉRICO DE FUENTE DÉ
Tel. 942 736 610 www.cantur.com
CASONA DE TUDANCA
Tel. 942 729 025
www.museosdecantabria.com
CENTRO DE INTERPRETACIÓN
DOMUS DE JULIÓBRIGA
(Retortillo). Tel. 626 325 927
culturadecantabria.com/
juliobriga.asp
YACIMIENTO ROMANOMEDIEVAL DE CAMESAREBOLLEDO
Tel. 626 325 932
culturadecantabria.com/camesa.asp
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